How can we fulfil the hopes that BapDada and the seniors have in us?
BapDada and the seniors have the pure hopes in us that we too become free from bondage,
victorious over Obstacles and destroyers of obstacles, transform our sanskars and transform the
world with selftransformation; That we become karmateet, the same as the father, give blessings
and receive blessings. In Order to glorify the Father's name, follow the father. Be merciful,
become an embodiment of truth and Make the seniors light.
1. Make the lesson of "ha ji" firm and definitely do what you have been asked to. For this,
consider it Beneficial for you to do whatever signal you have been given.
2. Have faith in the seniors and in BapDada and continue to follow shrimat. Have the faith that
there is Benefit for you in this and that that is shrimat for you. Externally, it may seem like there
isn't any Benefit, nevertheless Baba is responsible. When Dadiji was asked: What is the method
for making The least effort and receiving the greatest fortune, Dadiji replied: Keep the seniors
light about Yourself. I should not take up too much of their time, thoughts and powers. Mama
also surrendered Her intellect completely. She didn't read any Vedas or scriptures, and yet she is
remembered as the Goddess of Knowledge.
3. Always think that Baba is giving you directions through the seniors. Therefore, your
connection with The seniors should be clear.
4. Remain completely honest and trustworthy to the yagya.
5. Let there not be any physical or subtle carelessness. By being careless, you cannot climb the
heart of BapDada or the seniors.
6. Have true love and respect for the seniors.
7. Pay attention that you do not have any bad thoughts on seeing anyone's weaknesses.
Transform the Self and become an example for others.
8. Be a detached observer. The drama is accurate. Do not become a problem for anyone, but
instead Become an embodiment of solutions.
9. Do not have any feelings of animosity or hold a grudge for anyone. Give sakaash to weak
souls. For This, have a balance between your own stage and service. Let your amrit vela be
powerful.
10. Remember your aim and fulfil the promises you have made to Baba with determination. Only
then Will you be able to experience closeness to Baba.
11. With the balance of karma and yoga, our face should be so cheerful that it constantly reveals

BapDada.
12. Interact with Baba and the seniors with honesty. Keep yourself in front of the seniors as you
truly Are.

